varying and varyingly emphatic reservations) that modernist form's disruptions of hierarchical syntax, of consistent, unitary point of view, of realist representation, linear time and plot, and of the bounded, coherent self separated from and in mastery of an objectified outer world, its subjectivist epistemology, its foregrounding of the pre-Oedipal or aural features of language, its formal decenteredness, indeterminacy, multiplicity, and fragmentation are very much in accord with a feminine aesthetic or Cixousian ecriture feminine. As Rachel Blau DuPlessis says, "literature by women, in its ethical and moral position, resembles the equally nonhegemonic modernism in its subversive critique of culture."9 And Julia Kristeva, the most influential feminist promodernist theoretician, claims that "in a culture where the speaking subjects are conceived of as masters of their speech, they have what is called a 'phallic' position. The fragmentation of language in a text calls into question the very posture of this mastery."'?
The specific issues engaged within the general framework of these debates are remarkably consistent across a historical and ideological spectrum as broad as twentieth-century Western cultural history itself, and they remain the focus of contemporary polemics for and against modernist form." Not surprisingly, these issues have been and continue to be framed differently according to the varying ideologies, concerns, historical situations, and aesthetic or theoretical vocabularies informing any given articulation. Nonetheless, and, I hope, without doing violence to those differences or falling prey to ahistorical essentialism, I think it is possible to offer brief summaries of the key recurring issues in these debates (this grouping together of positive and negative formulations of each issue is intended to reflect my sense that the debates have concerned the political import of modernist forms, not their nature).
Antimodernists generally consider the fragmentation and disjunctiveness so broadly characteristic of modernist form a capitulation to nihilistic political despair concerning the possibility of representing a unified interpretive synthesis of the life of modern society. Promodernists consider the same phenomenon montage or polysemy: form that is nonlinear, decentered or open and therefore antihierarchical and antiphallogocentric. Such form is seen as subversive because it challenges or undoes the linear, monologistic, hierarchical perceptual and aesthetic modes of the dominant culture. What antimodernists consider aestheticization, again a nihilistic retreat from art's mimetic political responsibility, promodernists consider artistic integrity, a self-reflexivity that is quite the opposite of sterile because it represents the only possible salvation in a society saturated or otherwise entirely dominated by hegemonic culture (here the Anglo-American modernists, the Frankfurt School, and the feminist avant garde interestingly converge).
A related problem for antimodernists is reification or fetishism: the displacement of the human onto inanimate or synecdochical objects (for nonfeminist Marxists, this case is made best by the correlation between the surrealist objet trouve and the position of the object in consumer culture; for feminists, by the parallel with the cult of the phallus). The promodernist account of this phenomenon considers it an attack on Enlightenment (and therefore bourgeois and patriarchal) humanism and individualism, seeing in aesthetic programs ranging from Pound's imagism or vorticism, Eliot's objective correlative, Ortega's dehumanization, and the antihumanism of the nouveau roman an alternative to the order of the Father, that construction with the individual bourgeois white male at its head or center which is the premise of gender, class, and race hierarchies.
Alienation, a concomitant of reification for antimodernists and a crucial term for Marxists, damns modernism as capitulation to or passive reflection of one of the central conditions of labor under capitalism. For promodernists, alienation, again associated with the attack on humanist individualism, becomes the Russian Formalist "defamiliarization" or the Brechtian "alienation effect" or "distantiation"-a means of instituting critical distance from the illusionist realist forms that make us think the social and cultural status quo is natural and inevitable.
Antimodernists find solipsism, excessive subjectivity, and artistic egomania in a wide range of modernist forms (expressionism, roman fleuve, surrealism, antirealist narrative in general), seeing them as a reflection of a distorted, culturally pathological emphasis on the individual psyche and, again, a retreat from the life of society. For promodernists, these represent not exaggerated individualism but perceptual relativism, a mode of psychological and epistemological verisimilitude that challenges the dualism of subject and object, the latter entirely knowable and dominated by the former. That subjectobject dualism is, again, seen as the basis of all hierarchically structured political oppression.
The Anglo-American modernists are commonly charged with obscurantism, with overuse of an erudition which is traditionally a male educational prerogative, with an allusive difficulty smacking of elitism. For promodernists these modes represent a subversive complexity, a refusal of the facile, "easy" transparency of male-gazedominated, illusionist realism (again, this transparency reinforces hegemonic cultural ideology). In the promodernist view, difficulty is a vanguard cultural practice designed to change consciousness, forcing it in the direction of the complex critical thought which is necessary to repudiate the oppressive status quo, and to forge an appropriate literary language which would no longer be corrupted by service to the "master narratives."
As is probably (though not intentionally) apparent from my tone, my own political-aesthetic sympathies are promodernist. Nonetheless, I would like to argue here that positions for as well as positions against necessarily reduce the complex political-cultural-historical provenance of modernist formal innovation. The preceding summary was, in fact, an attempt to demystify the recurring debate over the politics of modernist form, revealing the dialectical relatedness of positions that define themselves as mutually exclusive. The debate over the politics of modernist form, like modernist form itself, inhabits and perhaps defines the space of unresolved contradiction or unsynthesized dialectic which, as I will argue, makes modernist form exemplary of the best hope for aesthetic politics in our time.
II. History
These assertions, like modernism itself, can be located historically. The debate over the politics of modernist form has not persisted unabated throughout the twentieth century. Like much else, it went underground in America in the late forties, fifties, and early sixties. Even in the late sixties, there was virtually no official interest in the subject in an American academy still entirely dominated by the New Critics. (When I tried, in 1969, to write my senior honors thesis on the detectability of fascism in T. S. Eliot's form, I was told that I could if I really wanted to, and if I didn't mind risking a lower grade, but why not write instead about something truly important. I ended by writing, what else, a stylistic analysis, a close reading of Murder in the Cathedral which subordinated the question of the politics of form to the truly important question, its own politics still well concealed, of whether or not the structure of the play is indeed organically unified.) The climate within the academy has changed in the last two decades. Those of us who were discouraged from making connections between politics and form have now come of age, and, though we can hardly think of ourselves as a dominant voice, at least some of us are in a position to pursue the interests we acquired in the late sixties, thereby making ourselves and our students the "PC" bete-noir of neo-con America.
As always, history can help to restore a complexity forfeited to ideology, a complexity that must characterize the assessment of the politics of modernist form that I hope to achieve here. It is particularly helpful to attend to the history of gender in modernism. Despite the evident patrilineality of what has become the high modernist canon, to consider one important chunk of the history and politics of modernist reception, the literary wombs of women writers were just as important to the birth of modernism as the seminal ink of the modernist founding fathers. James, Yeats, Pound, Eliot, Joyce are credited not with giving birth to modernism-that metaphor itself would change, and is intended to change, the picture-but with inventing modernism: the figure of "invention" locates modernism within the discourse of "male" technology. Why, then, haven't these novels been considered originary modernist works; why has modernism been canonized in the American academy as male? For the same reasons that it has also been canonized as white and reactionary. The forties and fifties, when that can-onization occurred, was a time, as we know, of violent reaction here against both feminism and progressive politics. It was a time when Jane Eyre and Wuthering Heights were read as an effort on the part of a pitiable pair of isolated Yorkshire girls, frustrated spinsters, to quell the "masculine elan of the universe."'3 It was also the time of the triumph in our discipline of the New Critics, who not only established the modernist canon as male and white, but also valorized, at the expense of the progressive implications of its forms, modernism's reactionary features: hierarchical, totalizing myth, externally imposed order, ahistoricity, deadlocked irony, the idea of "wellwrought," perfectly balanced form not only as an end in itself but as the only interesting end of art. Those characteristics do not constitute some transhistorical, essentialist modernism. They are not what modernism "is." Rather, they are a version of modernism that, in history, as a result of unpredestined outcomes of very real culturalpolitical struggles, modernism has become. This version of modernism, still almost entirely predominant despite the ostensible overthrow of its promulgators, suppresses, by means of its no-longer transparent ideology, not only the facts that women writers were just as instrumental in the production of modernist form as male writers, and that a crucial episode in American modernism, the Harlem Renaissance, was black, but also that modernism's affiliation with the political left predates, even in America, its absorption into the grainy fields of Southern agrarian reaction.14 (I say "even in America" because we are used to acknowledging a tradition of at least attempted linkage of leftist politics and modernist form in Europe, especially in surrealism, even if we insist on viewing that linkage as illusory, misguided, ephemeral, or impossible.)
Modernism lived in New York before it moved to the Bible Belt. As we see in Leslie Fishbein's Rebels in Bohemia, for example, modernist formal innovation had been cultivated in the teens by Village radicals associated with The Masses. 15 What Jameson omits from his analysis of Conrad's passage, and therefore from his characterization of modernist form, is what I would call its unique and ineluctable sous-rature, its unresolved contradictoriness or unsynthesized dialecticality. Conrad is not Jim, any more than he is Marlow (note how Jameson, in equating Conrad with Jim "in this novelistic project," does away with precisely the distinction most important to modernist form), and yet it is from Jim's or Marlow's point of view that Conrad writes. It is modernist form that allows Conrad to refuse not history, not the "realities" of life under imperialist, misogynist late capitalism, but to refuse epistemological determinacy. It is from Jim's point of view that, to use Jameson's term again, "realities" become impressions. Jim, not Conrad, has his station "in the fore-top," from which he can "look down, with the contempt of a man destined to shine in the midst of dangers": the irony of the tone here is characteristic and crucial.
The novel is about to show us just how little Jim "shines," just how "grimy" he becomes "in the midst of dangers": Jim's failure to assist his fellow students on the training ship in an actual rescue immediately follows the sequence Jameson quotes, and it is precisely the "griminess" of the skipper of the Patna that Jim obsessively dissociates himself from but that the novel insists taints him.
It is from this extremely problematical perch "in the fore-top" that Jim redeems the "grimy" material world by converting it into the "shining" impression. Jim never learns what the novel, via Stein, so emphatically shows us: that beetles must be collected (another destabilizing figure in its ironic representation of reification) along with butterflies. If repressed, they return in the lethal form of Gentleman Brown. Conrad clearly separates himself not only from Jim's "fore-top" point of view, but from the "impressions" he gets there: the escapist, megalomaniacal fantasy idealizations it allows Jim to substitute for life in the world.
Moreover, in those impressions themselves we can see Conrad's representation of the fragility and explosive instability of Jim's unself-critically impressionist point of view. The factory chimneys are "slender like a pencil," pointing to the fragility of the pencil that converts, through simile, a smokestack into a pencil, a full-bodied phallic "reality" into "slender" effeminate writing. The smokestacks are also "belching out smoke like a volcano." First we note the wonderful disparity, the impossibility, of fragile pencils belching out smoke like volcanoes: the power of self-referential modernist writing to represent, through self-erasure, the irreducibility of a "reality" whose explosive force would be effaced, not revealed, by a realist use of language that has it masquerade as transparent. By itself that particular contradiction undercuts Jim's rewriting of industrial reality as harmlessly lovely "artistic" impression. But beyond that, the connotations of barely contained, potentially monstrously destructive violence in the image of the volcano near eruption speak of the representation in Conrad, and, I would argue, in all modernist writing, of precisely the impossibility, the ludicrousness, and the danger of converting deadly history into harmless (or transcendent) art.
Modernist form, again, continually puts itself, including its own self-consciousness, under erasure. Eliot has Prufrock represent himself with an effete fatalism, but at the same time undercuts that representation with an angry contempt for it: the "ragged claws" tear the smooth, ironic urbanity of "I have seen them all already, seen them all"; the crucified insect "pinned and wriggling on the wall," who angrily and with harsh, staccato consonants wonders how it will "spit out all the butt ends of [its] days and ways," radically disrupts "the taking of a toast and tea." The representation and its own negation coexist in the text in an oscillating simultaneity, an unresolved contradiction; not an "ambiguity," "paradox," or "tension" resolved or contained by "organically unified" form, as the New Critics have it, but something entirely different: a coexistent doubleness that is resolved nowhere-that is reinforced in rather than eased of its contradictoriness by the radically disjunctive modernist form of the poem.
I italicize "modernist," as I did in the discussion of the Lord Jim passage, in order to emphasize the distinction between the deconstructive version of all (literary) writing, which finds unresolved contradiction everywhere, and my thesis here concerning the foregrounded, self-conscious self-erasure (sous-rature) of modernist writing. Deconstruction finds, and in fact perhaps prefers to find, unresolved contradiction in texts that offer or construct themselves as noncontradictory or consistent. I am arguing that modernist writing offers, constructs, in fact defines itself as radically inconsistent-literally, self-contradictory-though not incoherent: incoherence is the province of avant garde experimentalism and some Differently beyond the pale (as it were) of canonical modernism, Zora Neale Hurston, in Their Eyes Were Watching God, while affirming the autonomy and strength of black culture in general, of black women in particular, and of the feminine narrative voice, in the face of murderously repressive racism and sexism, refuses to choose black conclusively over white, or female over male. In the courtroom scene which is the climax of the novel, Janey is surrounded by a sympathetic group of white women, protected from the black men who, in an eruption of male bonding, despise her for shooting Tea Cake in self-defense, insisting on believing her guilty of murder: "And the white women cried and stood around her like a protecting wall and the Negroes, with heads hung down, shuffled out and away." 22 The painful implications of that scene are quickly undercut. The narrator provides Janey with a rationalization of the behavior of Tea Cake's friends. Janey makes the first gesture of reconciliation, but the men relent easily and apologize to her, drawing her back within the warm circle of black culture at Tea Cake's funeral: "Sop and his friends had tried to hurt her but she knew it was because they loved Tea Cake and didn't understand. So she sent Sop word and to all the others through him. So the day of the funeral they came with shame and apology in their faces" (281).
However, that circle is not always a reliable defense against racism, any more than either Tea Cake's relatively egalitarian love for Janey or her nurturing friendships with other women is a reliable defense against sexism. Earlier in the novel, Tea Cake beats Janey in a fit of jealousy of Mrs. Turner's brother. Janey is innocent. Mrs. Turner is a racist light-skinned black woman who identifies with whites and hates Tea Cake for his dark skin. Mrs. Turner's racism, which Hurston develops in episodes of her attempts at sisterly bonding with Janey, is repellent, but Tea Cake's violently macho response to it is equally so, to the reader if not to Janey. The point is not simply that black men sometimes oppress black women, or that racism sometimes infects sisterhood, but that Hurston simultaneously chooses and refuses to choose black over white, female over male. The politics informing this essay are generally leftist-feminist. When I refer to oppositional writing, I have in mind writing that works to subvert patriarchal and/or bourgeois capitalist cultural formations.
Finally, the term form itself, because of its critical history, might require some comment. I believe that the work of the New Critics in making us see, as Conrad might say, the riches yielded by intense study-close reading, in fact-of literary form remains invaluable.
